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ABSTRACT
The major goal of the "Learning Tutors Offer

Instructional Assistance" project vas to effect positivy academic,
'social, and attitudinal changes in.the participant. The participants
included high school tutors and elementary school tutees who met and
worked together on a daily basis. The activities for the tutorial
sessions were decided upon cooperatively by the..tutor and the tutee's
teacher. Thy sessions took place at "Tutor Stations" which were
located in the hallways of the elementary school, in quiet corners of
some clagsrooms, or in unused rooms. To- implement the program a \

preschOol training program was conducted to permit the involved staff.
to develop the tutoring program.Tutaring kits were completed that
contained instructional materials and ,progress charts. Tutors were
then trained by the elementary teachers. The tutors were evaluated on
the basis of interviews with their parents, their teachers, the
-tutee's teacher,and the tutors themselves. The experience may have
helped to maintain the tutor's academic growth and did enhande their
desirable personal qualities. Evaluation of the tutees was conducted
by interviews with their parents, their teachers, their peers, and
the tutees themselves. -The tutees made very satisfactory progress).
with regard to their personal development and academic performance.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

'This report.is a summary of the projeCt "Learning Tutors Offer Instructional

Assistance" thraugh its secohdyear of .implementation. This project is partially.`
o

/ funded-through SM.'? It is anticipated that the project will be

continued for--a third-year.

At the outset of thia.project no specific existing tutoring program had

een SeleCted,fdt Laplementations_The staff of the Switzerland County School

CO nuiOaPqrtn:edministrative unit aflthe Jefferson -Craig Elempntary;Schoel had

to evelop the program .that would be used. ConsultantConsultant ..assists e for program

doze opment and evAluatiork C1,4q:req0Osted frdaT#41 State University. During

the rat year of the project Dr. Relth Carlson setVeit:-as ptogr consultant

and . Edward M. Wdlpert served as evaluation consultant. At the-close of the

first year Dr. Carlson left the State of Indiana and the second year had

Dr. W 1pert serve as program consultant` and Dr.*Thothas S.cSchroeder serve as

evalu tionr.consultant.

Pro ,e t D =scri tion

,

0

e major goal of thispro)ect is to effect positive academic, social an

-attit dinal changes in the participants. The participants included tutcrs

whoje students at Switzerland County Sikh School and tuteeslohc arelmmils

from

to'ea

The

effersdn-Craig Elementary School. (Tie two schools arei4 close proximity
4-

h other being separated by an open field which is about 250. yardelong.) :
/

el is to be ccoMplished by setting up a program where a tutor" and a tutee,

."':meet-and work together on a daily basis. The activities for the tutorial

dessions are decided upon coopeiattvely by the tutor and the tutee's teacher.

0 .1)



.TUtora are recruited and selected by the guidance counselor at the high

school. _The Major criterion for the'selectiOn of the tutor is whether in the

guidance cou4ethrisnjudgment the tutorial program would be helpful to the total.

development of'thai studeht. Tutees are selected by each elementary school
1

teacher in grades 2 -6 on the basis of being underachievers in reading and likely

to profit frah a tutorial experience. Following the selection of the tutors and

tutees assigniments are made on, the basis of when the tutor has a Study Hall and

thereforiis available'for'tutoring'and'when the tutees teacher wants the

)
tutorial session to-take place.

.

0

Tutors meet with tutees at thedesignated times on a daily basig. The
0

activities deal mostly with the development of reading skills but sometimes

other language skills andalathemati6-find themselves in these tutorial sessions.

Tutors who feel Capable and are willingsometimes take on additionil tutees and

provide amall'(2-3)--'poup instruction although the major thrust Of the program

is a one-to-one teaching format.
.

The.tutorial sessions take place at "Tutor Stations" whi'h are located 'in

the hallways of the elementary school and in quiet corners of some classrooms

or in unused rooms. Tutors are required to sign in and sign out at the secretary's

desk when arrivingandLleaving the.building. The secretary maintains all records

and' bookkeeping associated with,the.program.

The principal of the elementary school is the Project Director and is
,

A

-responsible for proViding leadership td the project. and for monitoring 'its day,
0

to day operations. ,

Proiect.Implementation --F rst'Year

A pre-school training program wasconducted by Dr. Carlson. The adMini-

strative staff and the teachers from Jefferson-Craig Elementary School attended

this workihop. This workshop permitted the involved staff to develop the tutor-
\

ing program to be implemented during the 973-74,school year. .



One eesdion'of the workshopias devoted tole review of ten succeesfUl.

f .

tutoring projects in United States sclools. The progiamsreviewed were:

1. YouthTutor Youth
2. Mobilization for Youth
3 Learning Through Teaching '
4. The Cherry Creek Schools Tutoring Project
5. The Soto Street School Project
6. The Pocoima School Project
7. Each One Teach One ,
S. Ontario-Montclair Schools Tutoring Project
9. Programmed,Tutorial Reading Project
10. Pupil Tutor,Pupil 0

These ten projects'were selected because all of them focused on objectiires
.

similar to the objedtives proposed for the Switzerland' County project. From

the projects the project staff, selected implementation procedures and record

forms that were the frpmewilrk for the tutoring plogram at Jefferson-Craig'

school.

0

: When agreement was reached as to the best way to implement the tutoring 'ets
I

Program, the-teachers'began to build, the tutoring kits'that the high school
i

students woul'use. These tutoring kits contained the instructional materials--
/

to be be used,,a tutor:folder, a tutee skill needs sheet, a tutor lesson plan i

sheet, a readingTrograss.card, a Dolch word list, a umulative wordlist, and _

a tutor log. )> ,Q

The instructional materials consisted of supplementary. reading skill;, materials_

that could be progr d for individtailization. These materials include word

analysis activities-, comprehension exercises, vocabulary and word'etUdy activities,

a personal word card file, and high interest -low difficulty children's literature,

book'.

4
The tutor folder was a pocket-type folder designed to hold the daily tutor,.

inematerials, the tutee skill needs shee thetutor-lesson plan, the reading
0

progress card, the cumulative-word list, and the tutor log.

The teachers goiipleted the tutee skill-needs sheet which served s a basis

for tutoring and was a focal point from which the teacher guided the t for as .



to what was. to be taught. One the progiam was outlined and the tutoring kits

dOreloped.the tutors were assembled for an orientation session and training

-)-In the use of the tutor kit.

The Jefferson -Craig teachirs'trained the'tutors assigned to them. alleT

:showed each tutor how the instructional aerials were to g used, how t follow

the lesson plan, and how to keep the tutor log. ,They also showed the tutors ,

the omit of the tuting stations at Jefiersona-Craig Elemrary.Schob . -After
.

the teacher in-service and the tutor training were completed, the'6 , °..
_,/

project progrars was ,begun.

,Each Jefferson- Craig. teacher piovided the guidance and p/ahning for the

tutor assigned to him or her. At two'week intervals they completed a brpf

repore:pu teadher-tasks. Every aix.weeka these_teacher task reports were
.

.

gathered by the Project Director. Dr. carison and tie Project Director also

concreted regular in-service sessions throughout the year Of the project. These

sessions consisted-Of individual conferences, small group seminars, and total

staff meetings.. During the course of the year periodic changes were made in.
0

.the project implementation procedures. wever, theie changes were minor in

'nature and the kclje t program was impleiented basically the way it was designed.
_

.at the pre-project wykshop:

The teaching staff at. Jefferdon-Craig Elementary School remained-stable
,

throughout the year. Several tutor changes were made. As tutees-showed progress,

new tutees replaced theM.

The results of the' project's evaluation at the close of_thi first year

shoved that the proggam had-been successful in meeting mostof its goals
t, .4

Weaknesses in Procedure and administration were'noted and suggestions for the
j

improvement of the program were offered.

a .
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Project Implementation .Second Year

.-..:.
", Dr. Wolpert met with the Jefferson-Craig teachersin SepteMbef. At this

meeting, after acquaintances were renewed the previouriyeaWefforts and."

accomplishments Were reviewed and commented on. -Successe and failures were

toted. and solatioda4to,,existing.and
antiCipated.problims. were dismissed,: Later"

'0 the meeting the tutors joined the group. --Tey were introduced,and assigned

to the teachers under whose supervision they would be working. The tutorials

sessions began shortly thereafter.

Since most of the teachers had experienced the-tutorial Programthe year
4

1 ,
'before (as had some'of the tutors) group meetings were rarely needed daiiing "
the year. ,Rather, phe Program Consultant acted ss a le-ahoote

rooting out problem areas,and attempting to effect solutions.

Some changes which were initiated and fulfilled (partially;or fulty).ere

as followe:-,

1. The teacher 'task reportwVich had been submitted to-the ProjeCt
Director every two,weeks.were to be subinitted every four to six-

. weeks.

2.. Time-was to berovide4,during which the teacher and the tutor
would meeting and exchenge ideas dealing with matters of mutual

1.

concern.

3. The, resources of the mm Remedial'Reading Teacher were to'be
utilized. Such resources.would include diagnostic capabilities,
materials, and methods. The Remedial Reading Teacher was
'asked to do a'diaghosis of the reading problems of each of
the tutees and to relate these findings along with suggestions
for suitable methods and materiale to the teacher. Then,
theLteacher'in turn would assist the'tutor in7developing
activities consonant with the diagnosis.

An, evaluation of the programb effeAts follows in 'the inext section -of

this report:

r7.
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PROIECT'EVALUTION

Evaluation procedures employed in the project's second year were very:

similar to those'used,during the\first year. Attempts were made to secure a

wide range of information concerning personal characteristics and achievement

phenomena which mig be influenced by the program.

As in the pre ions year, project evaluation was'made difficult due to the'

rather high rate of turtover.among both tutors and tutees: Ibis resulteC:

in many in ,missing or incomplete data.' TheeAunanaries. which follow

*represent 'judgments of. possible program.effects based, on available data.
.

EVALUATION OF TUTORS

Expected beneficial effects of the tutorial program for th tors.

included the:development of positive personalsecial characteris s aid the

Jr

develbimant of improved academic performance. The various observations' carried
, .

./
out in these two areas are summarized below. Due to mid-year graduations:and

,
-other factors, only five tutors were available for.both pre- and post-test

.

measurement.

Personal' Development

1. Perceptions of.Tators' Parents. Five parents of tutors in the program.
. 1

were contactedby.telephone at.the conclusion of the'school year. ill indicated.

thaftheir youngaters b ad enjoyed their work as tutors.

".tremendousr.said one.

"She thought 01t was.

The parents indicated that their sons and daughters talked extensively.'

of their tutoring'experiences at home andwere eager to share difficulties

8
L



and successes-with other family members. All of the parents were able to cite

positive changes which the tutoring experience had. biOught about in their

children. Three parents jiad noted a definite Itaprovpment in_ attitude toward

school,, and all were pleased with the "appreciation-for others" which the tutor-:

ing experience had seemed tp, develop in their Children. Also cited as a'positive

result of being in the pfogram was the,.iicreased reliability of the tutors in .

their home setting.

2. Perceptions of the Tutors' "Teamschers. 10401-school teachers who had

the tutors in their classes were asked to complete a self-conceptirating

instrument adapted for use in this; project.* Each tutor was rated by two differ-

ent high schooiteacher6 early\in October, 1974 and again in mid-June, 1975.

ResUlts for the five7tutors,Whovere in the program all year. indicated,that

positive progress .toward an impoved self-concept occurred in four of the five

cases. 2he results were not,'however;sstatistically
significant.

Nigh school teachers also completed a rating idstrument**indicating their

.perception of the tutotst.interebt in reading. AgainN.eschtutor was rated

by two of'his high school teachers in the fair and again at the end'of the year.

Increases were evident for dii tutors rated.. The average iating at the beginning°

\`of the irear was 65.80 and the end of year average was 84.80. The difference.

-between these average ratings is significant beyond the .05 level, indicating

that the odds fob this difference occurring by 'chance are less than.5 in 100.

The tutors'It4ichers perceived that the tutors were becoming more interested in
0

reading. as the year progresfed.

3. Perceptions of ihe Tutees' TeadherS. The teachers of the children

with wham the tutors worked were asked to complete a.rating scale on tutorr

effectiveness., Items,en the scale dealt with matters such as promptness,
o

,a

*See Carlton, Leslie and Moove, Robert, ReadinK, Self-Directive Drdmatiza4onand Self-Concept, Merrill, 1968.

**See Estes, Thomas H.,/journal of Reading, Volume 15, No.2p4 November 1971.

t
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initiative, and other attitudes and skills thought to be inportdfit to good

tutoring. Considering all the tutors' together, the difference between their

average effectivness rating at the beginning of the year and their average

,rating it the end of the year wapOot statistically significant.

'However, analysis of the teachers' responpes indicated that in all but one

° case the tutors were seen as improving durihg the school year. That is,-they

.1

were becomingjmore effective in their interpersonal and teaching skills.
/

5. perceptions of the Tutors Themselves. The tutors' own perceptions '
..

L
,_0 ,

.

were solicited through the Use 'of a reading interest survey-and through personal

'interviews with Aach tutor.
.

A
...The reading' interest survey was the same form given theptUtors' high school

teachers (see above). Whereas the teachers saw the tutors as becoming more

interested in-reading,.theresponses of the tutors themselves were exactly

opposite. ,-The averagp rating of interest in reading

lower than theaverage rating at the beginning of the

was statistically sign ficant beyond the .05 level.

at the,end of the'year was

year, and the difference

No explanation for the

difference between the tutors' own perceptions and those of their teachers is

apparent, and the relationship of the tutors' apparent lessenidg.of personal
,

.
t ,

interest in reading to their effectiveness in the tutoring is unknown..

Personal interviewi'were conducted with the tutors near the bgginning of

-the school year and again at the conclusion of the year. A summary of these

interview response's and their implications for program development follows:

a. Reasons for the tutors' initial involvement in the'program

. were varied. It addition tolrecommendations from the high°

3

school guidance counselor, several indicated that the program

was recommended to them by other students who had been involved
A

during the previdus year. -Many indicated that'they simply liked!

the Idea of-being able to help someone. Two tutors became

A



a

.in'volved because they thought the experience-might assist them

in possible career plans for teaching.

money was the prime consideration in joining,the program.

b. The tutors also. showed a wide variety of-expectationsforthem-
.

selves in relation to the program. Several indicated that they

expected to gainperional satisfaction from being n a helping

role. Many other personal benefits were anticipated by them,'

such as the.,, learning of patienciej understanding, self - confidence,

aad'soCiaNkiils in relation to -their own.peers acid teachers:

Three of the,tutors indicated that they expected to better their '

own reading skills asfa result of,the experience. Year-end inter-!

views indicated that these expectations were largely fulfilled.

Nearly all tutors identified areas of personal growth which'had

taken place in themselves, Lith'the learning of patience being"

mentioned repeatedly.- In addition; there'vere strongpldications

a that the experience had led'to many' new'insighta on their part:

For example, there .wae evident a new tippreCiation of children's

personal needs anOf individdil differ4nces among people, as

well as an increased appreciation of the teacher's job.
.

c, At the beginning,of the year, the tutors were able to establish

) ,

realistic expectations for the children they were working with.

In addition to expecting gains in general reading ability and. in

specific reading skills, they. held as goals of the program

improvement in confidence, attitudes, and enjoyment of reading.

0
Year -end interviewi indicated, that they expectations,were also

4

fulfilled to a yety large extent. All tutors were able to cite

examples of growth which the 'children fitdimade.

c
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d.

it

All-of the ti 6rs indicated thag they enjoyed the eXperience.

SO4Oons for their enjoymedt of the program centered Makftly On

the satisfaction of helping someone else% Yhereas three tutors
4

at the beginning of the year mentioned that they liked the program-

4
because of the pay involved or because it was "Something tondo

.

Ot

instead of

end of the

e. The tutors

(2,

stUdyo'hall," no tutors mentioned these factors at the
/ .

year..
4' I..

were asked what problems they encodnteredn the program

-and What improvedents

I

that tb problems were

were made however,

they would redoMmen

evident. Sope'impA

1d4jority indicated

4t/onsrecommant en

These included (1). a need for more direct
.

teacher guidance, -(2) a)need for quieter and more isolated"tutorT

ing stations, atd.,(3) arled for more time With the children:

.f. All tutors indidatdd that they were able to recognize definit

progress on the %part oftheir tutees. Increased skill in basic

word recognition was the most commonly ientioned area of perceived

.
7gress. General increases In--:reading ability and progress in

personal-social development for tfie4childien were also noted by
A

the tutors.

When asked what was the "best" part of tutoring,- the tutors

overwhelmingly chose perso'al interaction with-the children and

seeing the children learn as, the most satisfactory element of

The.ftworseparts of the tutoring experience were.

ass (13 s7Uik of direct guidatde Wthe clasproOm

(2). poor physicdOirtrangedents for tutoring (noiay

and distracting environment), and (3) difficulties in the
.

management of more than one childwhile tutoring.'

the program.

pparc.eived

teacherh,

c
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All tutors indicated thht they would like to do,more tutoring

if the opportunity presented-itseit.

'Three of the tutors indicated.that the experience had led them

to consider teaching as a career.. Others, thoughthey enjoyedo

tutoring, were not iipfluenced,by the tutoring experience in terms

of dcareer-decision.

Omunnri;,thn results of personal interviews with tutors in the program
ti'

revealed .a coisistantli posit ve reaction to dleexperience. They perceived

'many pdeitive benefits forthem personally id the program. Monetary'reward

was not a prtme consideration. They 'also appeared to recognize identifiable,

benefits for the children they tutored. The interviews indicated that the

edhadcemeni of interpersonal skills on thevart of both tutors add tutees was

a definite strength of the program. Finally, some 'helpful recommendations were
.

made, inclUding improvement in the physical arrangements for the tutoring

sessionsand'intreaied teacherguidance for the tutors.
%

Summary and Discussion

A pri0Objective of the tutoring program has been, the development and

enhancement of desirable personal qualities in the high school tutors.' -Informa-

.tion gathered from'parents, teachers, and the-tutors themselves appears to

indicate that this objective i \being achieved.

Parenta appeared unanimous in theft positive perceptionso1of the program.

It appeared that being a tutor led to the enhancement. of personal qualities

in their children which were clearly identifiable. The tutors' high school

14-
teachers also reported apparent improvement in the tutors' self-concept and

interest. in reading. Elementary school teachers with. whom they worked>noted

improvement in their work habits as the year progressed. The tutors themselves

indicated a variety of ways in which the tutoring experience was of signi-

ficant personal. value to them.
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Academic Performance

a
0 I. Oral Vocabulary. The Peabody Pipture Vocabulary Test was addinistered

to the tutors .at the beginning of the school )(ear and again'at year end. Raw

scores on e vocabulary test were thought to piovide some index of general

vocabulary growth duting the year. Scores for both pre-test and post-test

Q measurement were available for-fille
y
tutors. The average score at year end..

was 114.40, compared with an average score of 105.20 at the start of the school

7

year. The difference between-these average scores was statistically significait

at the .05 lev0.. There'appeared to beim been significant growth in-the general

vocabulary of the tUtorduring the year.
0

2. Reading Vocabulary. The Slosson Oral Reading Test (SORT) was

administeted to the tutors at the beginning of the school year and again at
i"

year end. The test requires the subject .to read Words 'from graded cord lists

and is designed to yield on estimate of the subject's reading-level, Scores

for both pre-test and post-test measurement were aValhible for five tutors. All

five of these tuiora showed a gain In reading vocabulary. The average post;-test

score was 190, compared to an average score of 184 on the pre - test, The

difference between these average scores wasnot statistically significant.

3. General Reading Achievement. All tutors were given theAGatTs7Macoinitie

Reading Test, Survey F. Form,I was administered' at the beginning of the school

Ye The test was also given to a sample populatio n o the tutors' high

school peers in order to provide a control against which to compare the tutors'

scores. 'Table 1 shows the results of this testing. The figures represent

standard score values for a combined average of'the vocabulary, comprehension,

and speed/accuracy subtepts of the Gates-MacGinitie test.

0

4 ,5
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MEAN STANDARD SCORES ON PRE-TEST. AND
f

AND GAIN SCORES FOR TbTORS AND TUTORS' HIGH SCHOOL PEERS

/

GROUP :
LY

14113.' .

.4
POST -TEST

r

GAIN. .

TuTo4s.0.51.A

TUTORS' PEERS .0= 9)

450.20

44.26

.
.

49%60

39.37

-0.600

-1.89

Table, llshows that the iutois made a gain of -0.60 standard score points

.compared to a gain of =1489 for the students, in the, Central group. The

dtffeiende between jhese gains was not statisticallv significant.

4. Readin3CoMarehension. The tutors were.alsO pretested and post-tested

Using_the cloze test procedure. This teat is one in which the subject attempt&

to correctly determine and write in words which hgve been deleted from passages

of reading material.' Several passages of increasing difficulty are employed

in the test. The test attempts to determine the extent to which the subject

comprehends the passage from thecontext surrounding.the deleted words -and -uses

c that information to decide Whet the deleted word should be. Thus it is also

a teat of. vocabulary and knowledge of language structure.. -A group of-the

tutor's high school peergvwere also tested and served as control group.

The results of the claze tests are.shOun in Table 2.

TABLE '2

HEANPRE-TEpp POST-TEST,AND GAIN SCORES ON

CLOSE TESTS FOR TUTORS AND TUTORS' HIGH SCHOOL PEERS
1p

GROUP ' PRE-TEST POST-TEST GAIN

P

TUTORS (N=4) . 88.25 94.00 5.75

TUTORS'PEERS (N=15) 74.60, 79.47 4.87



Table 2 shows that the average gain of 5.75 points for. the. tutors was .

slightly gieater than the average gain of 4.87 for their peers in the control

group.. The difference between theSegains was not statistically significant.

Summary and-Discussion of Tutor Evaluation

A variety of procedures were employed in an, attempt to discern effects which

the program may have had on the tutors. Possible effects were classified

under two main headings -,personal development and academic performance,'

. In the case of the latter, results tended to show that the tutors es.a group

showed a generally positive growth pattern during-:he year. Pre -test andNf

post-test measures of oralAvacabulary and reading, vocabulty showed a pr6greasive

tendency. In two performance measures on Ohith he tutors were compared with

a sample group'of their.peeignot in the tutoring program; the gains of the

tutors exceeded those of their pepri, though the difference in seine were not

significant. a.

Two factors appear releVant to. the iit erpretation of. these findings. First,

sines the
D
tutors were youngsters considered to be some what "high risk" students,
..,

it would not be expected that they would generally be high achievers academically.

The fact' of theii strong maintenance of academic performance in relation

o their non-tutoring peers may in itself suggest positive effects of the

program. Secondly, it should be /kept in mind that the objective. of the pro em

was not to improve the academic skills of the tutors,fbut of the tutees. To

expect academic growth proportionately greater than that of their'p ers would

be inappropriate. Results certainly indicate that.the experience didnotEN .

.

hinder their academtc performance and may have served to maintain it.

In terms of personal growth, reactions gathered from parents, teachers
1and the tutors.themselves appear to reveal:a wide variety of,pereeived benefits-

\
'for-the program. The development and enhelemeni of destrable personal qualities

.

.

O
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in the tutors is apparent in a/I reports gathered, and there'appearwto be
4/ri

almost universal approval of tie prAgran As a positive' influence on the tutots.-

0

4
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EVALUATION Or -TUTEES

Personal Development.
.

1: Percepti fts of,parenps. An attempt was made to contact parents

b
of tutees by phoneai thecOnclusion of the school year. ,Three parents-Were

/.

contacted. All indicated that they felt their children
A f
had enjoyed the tutors

ing experience., Two of the parents were,able to perdeille definitebenefits

in-the prograt,) for their
r
children. "I Ohnib begin to. say -how much he has

,

7iMproved," Etaid.One,--rRe,reads much- better and faster, and doeSetmips

words so much.P: fihe children appeared to speak posit$%tely of the tutoring

program at 'home; The.parents indicated that t personal help was very imgOr-

tanito their'children. Vne parent indiedied a big difference in the child's

report card40#tch he-aitribUted te- the tutoring, and pother felt that the

tutoring had caused hib child to enjoy school much more.

Though only every small sampling of pannts response was possible, it

appearsthet the program was perceived by.parents ashaving a positive effect,-
0.,

both in teTp of achievement and attitude, among 'the tutees.

Perceptions. of Teachers. The teachers ofthe tutees in the program

were asked to complete -two survey instruments intended to'.yield information

concerning possiblieffects of the tutoring program on the children. These

instruments -were administered both at the beginning an end of the schookyeter.

Results of comparisons for all tutees who were,in the. program all year are

diScussed

The firs nstrument was a listing of'a wide xtariety of school. activities.

For ach, the-teacher indicated his or her perception of the degree f interest

the tutee had in this activity. When these responses were translated into

s 8



numerical values,'

year average from

4, : ,tutees' degree of

only one one - hundredth of'a pbirit separated the beginnin

the end -oj -year average. As perceived by the teachers,

interest in school- ]elated activitiles apparently remained

the same throughout the year.

. A second InLasure requested from, the teachers related t&

.

of the possibleeffects of the tutoring progracvn the self- concept of the
e

/.1 tutees. Self-concept rating scales completed by,the.teachers yielded an average

rating score of 2.69 at the end of fite4ear, ocimPared with. an average score
.

.

/ r

o 2.38 at the beginning of the year. !The gain of 40.31 points was no

eir perceptio

statisically significant;,thouph a slight improvement in perceived aelf-conc

'was 'indicated.

3. Perceptions of the Tntees",Peers. Sociometric observationS were

gathered in the tutees' classrooms in order to examine possible effects'of

the tutoring program on the tutees' social developdent. 'dSpecificelly, this

measurement sought to determine the esteem in

' their classmates at the beginning and at the end of the year.

h the tutees were heia'by

All of the students in the tutees classrooms were asked to ,3spond to the:

following three guestions:

1. "You are planning to give a party, at home. 4'Which classmates
would you'invitee

2. "You may,Choose the classmate to sit next to you in class.
Wh6m would you ehoosp?"

3. "Your,teacherlsays.tbat you may get help with some of your
schoolwork. 'Which classmate would you choose to assist,lou?"

o

Firsto second, 00 third choices were -requested for each questien. Fot
.

puFposes of analysis, for each situation 3, 2, or 1 points were designed to

11,

a child for each time his same ws lected by one o his classmates as first,

second, qr third choice, respectively.

0



The results of the'Ainalysis of points received by the tutees' are:s own

.in Table 3.

:TABLE 3

AVERAGE 1110/1841t1*PpINT8 RECEIVED BY TUTEES (1149)-

GAIN ON TNEEE,SOOXONSTR/0 RAT G$

1.

AVERAGE POINTS' pERAGIGATI1
*MO

Questioi.
Is

Question .2

Questisoi A
.

r.

October- Julie

.

A1.22.

+1.00'
° ,

10.17

, 3.11.

3.4
2.22

`4.13

4.11

2.39

4

CoMbfig4 AVerage 2.80 1.71 10.91_

Table 3:Shows that the eseem or popularity of the tutees as seen. by

their classmates Increased du. ng the school year...

'4. Perceptions, of thee, tees Themselves* The tut es were linked 'to,f

complete' surveys indicating 'eft interest An various chool activitieS
5

similar to those survey di, nssed Above with regard t teachers' perceptio
,

. t'''''
,

,..

&comparison of responses it Octo1;er andJune reveale a slight drop.

(-.3 pOints) in average mores on this rating inetru ent. The difference

bepween the average.ratin;s for October and June was not significant and

'appeared to cal:Am-6e eachersw observations that little change in intere t
.

in school activities occurred among the tutees during the year.

*Personal. InterVieWs were conducted with a tots/. of fifteen tutees who
. , /

had keen in the pros*. A aummary of thegie.interview'resultS follows:
0
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All fifteen-of the children Indicated that they enjoyed the tutor-
. a

ing experience Reasons for enjoympni of the tutoring sessions

lncludetlthat it was fuh; that they'liked the tutor, that they

-enjoyed the variety of activities; uring the tutoring sessions;

and two of.the children indicated that thek,liked tutoring

because it caused a noticeable'imprevedent in their work.

b.
0

A wide variety of actiVities.weregiven as the "Most liked"
.

by the Children: Working at the chal4dard, reading stories

'endditicuesing\theim, receiving help with "hard words" and.
0*

with school work and pasignmentSwere among the favorite aetiv-.

.1.

ities.

c., When asked What Was "least liked" about the tutoring sessions;

ten of the fifteen children could think ornethis.that they

disliked. Two children indicated some dislike for Certain personal

0%traita :ipf the tutors. Rpading material that. was ,"too hard,"
14P

readin mit loud, and "doing written work" mere mentioned as

least liked by one*Child.

d. The childien mere'asked to identify things they had learned
"1,

in the tutoring. Responses include4 the learning of new words-,

learning, to pronounce words better, learning'to-use.periods,'

etc. in reading, learnineto identify syllables, and learn- 4

the to use a glossary. Four children said they definitely had

learnedto read better. "I Cbt tell. IVbetter," saidone.

Another indicated that he Was sure he had improved so much

that he would not need further tutoring. Three children

could not identify specifically something they had learned

from the tutoring.
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All fifteen of the children. ndicated that they.would like

to be tutored again. Most indicated that the reason they would
-

like further tutoring was that was "fun." Two said they

liked it because they got out Of Clts

.
. .

Theresuliseofthese interviews iidicatethat, from the tutee's point

of view, thee tutoring program was perceived quite positively" Most of the

6

children were able. to identify specific tutoring activities which they felt

were helpful, a4many identified_speiific skill or abilities which had been

develpped as a result cifthe tutorini. Theiriattitudea-toward the e,perience
.-., . . ,o.

. - ..., 0 %
was gOodi and they aawmore-tOtoring as desirable. .i

.. ......

.Adademic Performance
I

1. '2131,-Vocabularv. The. Peabody, Picture Vocabulary Test-was administered4

to the tutees at the begiining of the school year and agailat'year end. Rie
.

,scores on this vocabulary test were thought to provide eome lade* of general,
.

. -e
vocabulary growth during the year. Scores for both pre-test and post -.test

--.
. ,,,

, .

measurement were available foreight tutee . The average score at year end

was 72.71, compared with en average store of'67.43 at the beginning of the

athool year,oindieating an average gain of 5.28 raw score points. The difference

tet'weien, .pre- and potitrtest averages was not statistically significant..
ti

2. Reading Vona, osson Oral Seeding, Test (SORT) was admin7

istered.to the tutees in Ottober'and again in June. Scores for both pre-test
,

and post-teit measurements were available for thirteen tutees. The average

post-tot score was, 72.85, compared' with an average pre-tedy score of 59.08.

The difference between these average scores (+13.77) rs statistically signi-

ficaatat the .05 level, indiCating that it was unlikely that such a-difference-
. .

could have occurred by chanCe. The tutees appeared to have improved signifi-
.

cantly,in their atitliti to read isolated words correctly.
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3. General Re jaUlchidu ent. Al; tutees were given thellatat-MacGisnitie

*z^
Readily; Test at ,the beginning. d end of the "School year. The test was also

given to the tutees' classmates n order to provide a control group against
,

.

"which to compare the tutees' perf rmarice. Both standard school averages and

grade equivalent averages were com uted for Iv" groups. Table 4 shows the

average standard scores achieved on\the Cates44cGinItie tests.

L
1ABLE 4 \ \

MEANS STANDARD figelli.38 ON PRE. E412 Am

POST-VEST AND GAIN SCORES' IrRTUTiAi AND THEM CLASSMATES

St,

GROUP PRE:im 'POST4EST GAIN
.

Tutees (n=17) . '.39.23=' 42.53 .45.30
.

Tutees' Classmates n=95) 45.52 47.15 +1'.63

Table 4 shows that the *rarer gain in standard score for the tutees

exceeded that of their-classikates. The difference between the average gain

for the two groUps,however, was not statistically significant.
1. ,

Results in terms of grade equivalent scoria achieved on the Gates-MacGinitie
,

6

test for the tutees and their classmates are shown in Table 5.

TABLE 5

MEAN GRADE EQUIVALENT SCORES ON PREpTEST AND

POST-TEST AND GAIN SCORES FOR TUTEES AND THEIR CLASSMATES

.GROUP PRE-TEST POST-TEST GAIN

Tutees (n=17)

Tutee0.Classmates (n095)

2.85

3.88-

3.62

4.54

+.77

+.66

4

I.
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The difference between average gain6 in,,Epde equivalent. scores for the'
r

two groupi was not statistically significant.

Insptction of Uhl" 4 and 5:reveals that the tutees as a group-shoyed

greater gains in general reading achitVethent thail-their classmatei,, though
,et

the differences weii notsig'ifictnt. It is 'also apparent .that the tutees

am a group generally were lower achievers than their classmates. In this
,

light, their.paitern of kreatveiative growth during the *ear is noteworthy.
...,..

(" :4. Reading Cotnrehension. The liztees'and-their classmates were pretested
,

) .and post-tested using the clote test procedure (described under tutor eValuation
.ill

above). The results of the analysis of close test.scores are described in

Table 6.
4

-TABLE 6 0'

MEAN PR1.TEST, POST -TEST, AND GAIN SCORES

ON =EX TEST, FOR TUTEES AND THEIR CLASSMATES

GROUP
.

4 PRE-TEST POST-TEST . GAIN

, Tutees (o=16) ,

Tutees' Classmates (n594)
.

.

35.44

53. 1 00

50.44

66.67

:3-445.00

' +13.37

Table 6 shows that the average gain of 15.00 points for the tutees

'alighily exceeded the average gain, of 13.37 for their classmates inthe

control group. The difference between these gains was not statistically

significant. Again, as was the case with the, results' of the GatesrMacGinitie

2Reading Ttst the. /low achieving tutees surpassed the yearly growth rate of

the higher achieving peers.

2.1



, Summary and Discussion of "Tutee Evaluation . D, .

. . .
-, ,.9 .

Several types of, information were gathered on the tutees in ordersto_gain
.

_
4

. . .
. . .

.

insights on.possible4effects of the program on their peisonal development and
.

,
,

academic performance.'

°P.,-..--
With regard to personal development indications,ire that the tutees

14 /

appeared to make very satisfactory progress doting the-year. ,,Althougkthere

was no- apparent increase in their general,intereat school activities, they

ware.perceived by. their teachers as gaining slightly in. selfconcept and also
.

improved in the regard with which they were held by their classmates. These.

are definitely developmental strengths which,partitipation in the program

would be expected to promote:
I

Perceptions of.-parents and of the tutees, themselves wee.` quite positiV;

Many specific instances of.positive benefits of the ptOgimX were cited. Tutor

in g definitely was Perceived as, a satisfying,experience, and as such might

be expected to promote better attitudes toward school and toward ones self.

as a' student.

Zn terms of academic performance, the results of measures taken showed

improimment in'all areas. An increase in oral vocabulary was indicated,'and

a significant increase. in the ability to read isolated vocabulary words wee

found. In cases wheretutee.performance was compared with the performance

of their schoot classmates, the tutees consistant/Ylmade greater gains, though

they were performing at a lower achievement level. This speaks well of the

tutees! academic development during the year, and may represent a direct

influence of the program on them. 11,

-,Considering all data, gathered, itlippears obvioui that the tutees fared

as well or better than their classmates during the year. Considering the

personal benefits recognized, the prOgram appears to have been a successful

and telpfutimarience for them.,

t.
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